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Introduction to the course 
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I’m Lauren. Feel free to address me by my first name! 
 

Ø Please introduce yourself to the class ���
by sharing your: 

•  name, year, major ���
(or what interests you, if undeclared)  

•  what you think of when ���
you hear the word ‘philosophy’ 

 

Also, check the roster being passed around and: 
 

•  initial to confirm your attendance 

•  if your name/information are missing, ���
  write them into one of the blank rows after the Z names 

•  if you prefer to be called something other than your legal name,���
  write it in the “Preferred Name?” column 

•  if you would prefer to receive email correspondence ���
about this class from an address other than the one on the roster, ���
  cross out the one listed & write in your preferred email address 2 



A quick demographics poll: 
 

-  How many freshmen? sophomores? ���
juniors? seniors? 

-  …transfer students? 

-  …international students? 

-  …first-generation college students? 

-  …different boroughs of residence? 

-  …different home states? 

-  …different home countries? 

-  …students who speak ���
English as a second language? 

-  …students took extra time ���
between high school and college? 

-  …students work while attending school   ���
(including fulfilling obligations to family)? 
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What is Philosophy? 
 

 It is a method of examining the world. 
–  It can take anything as its subject matter. 

 Doing philosophy involves: 

•  posing and answering questions 
•  analyzing our assumptions (e.g., about what things are, ���

how they work, and how they should be) 
•  engaging in critical thinking 
•  evaluating various viewpoints on an issue 
•  making arguments to defend one’s views; for example: 

 
 

1.  If you study philosophy, then your critical thinking skills will improve. 

2.  If your critical thinking skills improve, ���
then you’re more likely to get a high score on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, etc.    

3.  Therefore, if you study philosophy, ���
you’re more likely to get a high score on the LSAT, etc. 
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What’s this course about? 
 

There’s no consensus on what the “Major Issues in Philosophy” are:          
that’s a matter of opinion. 

 

Ø In this class, we will cover questions like: 

 
 
 
 

•  Other topics covered in depth in upper-division courses: ���
art, science, law, technology, non-Western ideologies, etc.   
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-  What do we know with certainty? ���
How do we acquire our beliefs?
(epistemology) 

-  What is human nature? ���
What kind of government is best?   
(social/political philosophy) 

-  Do we have free will? ���
If not, what are the implications?
(metaphysics) 

-  What is the relationship ���
between the mind and the brain?
(phil. of mind) 

-  How should we treat each other? 
What should we do ���
about injustice? ���
(ethics) 

-  What are race and gender?���
How do they impact our lives?                         
(feminist phil., phil. of race) 



Course Structure: 
 

Ø Website: 
bit.ly/phi1500f16 

•  All readings ���
and assignments ���
are posted on ���
the website as PDFs.  

•  Class sessions ���
will involve lecturing ���
& discussion ���
based on the readings. 

–  I will post my 
Powerpoint slides ���
on the website ���
shortly before ���
each class. 
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Course Requirements & Grading 
 

•  read the article(s) or chapter(s) assigned for each session 
•  attend each class session and participate in discussions (15%) 

–  One unexcused absence is permitted.  
–  Additional absences will be excused ���

only if you email me before the end of the class you miss. 

•  share your thoughts about the readings on the discussion forum (10%) 
–  10 paragraph-length posts are required 
–  additional posts will count for extra credit ���

(.5% added to your grade per post, up to 6 (3%) permitted) 
–  If you don’t want to post publicly, you can post anonymously                         

(use your student ID #), or submit your posts privately via email. 
 

•  complete (up to) 4 take-home exams (25% each x 3 = 75%) 
–  you’ll use the readings and lecture materials to complete ���

matching, fill-in-the-blank, short-answer, and essay questions 
–  either print the exam and submit a hard copy to me in class,                               

or edit your answers into the PDF and email it by the beginning of class 

»  only 3 exams will count toward your final grade: ���
you can skip one or drop your lowest score.  
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Course Conduct 
 

 My #1 rule is Don’t Be a Jerk! 
–  Respect for one another’s voices and viewpoints is indispensible. 
–  Discussions may get heated when we discuss controversial issues. 

Ø Every person in this room is responsible for ensuring ���
that their speech and behavior fosters a space in which ���
everyone feels comfortable speaking up if & when they want to. 

  

 Harassment of any kind will not be tolerated. 
 

 We should aim to follow The Principle of Charity: 

-  Try to interpret what you read/hear in this class ���
as a rational, reasonable claim worthy of your careful consideration. 

Ø Listen to each other’s ideas with an open mind and         ���
with compassion for the individual who shares them. 

Ø If someone says something that seems wrong to you,         ���
ask them to clarify what they mean before dismissing their view. 
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Course Policies 

•  Please try to arrive on time & ready to take notes 

•  Laptops & tablets are permitted only if they are not distracting to         ���
you, me, or your classmates. Same goes with food/beverages. 

•  Please silence cell phones during class and keep them out of sight/reach. 

•  Notify me in advance if you will miss class. 

-  If you miss class, you are still responsible      
for the material covered that day. 

-  Identify at least one classmate you trust to   
take good notes, and get their contact info. 

•  When in doubt, consult the syllabus, ���
and then email me (lauren.r.alpert@gmail.com) ���
if your question/concern has not been addressed. 
Ø Please use ‘PHI 1500’ in the subject line! 

-  I will do my best to respond to                 
emails promptly. 
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Academic Honesty 
 

 There is zero tolerance for                                                               
 academic dishonesty in this course,                                                            
 and at Baruch College in general. 

–  “Cheating, forgery, plagiarism and                                                           
collusion in dishonest acts undermine                                                                  
the college's educational mission and the                                                                          
students’ personal & intellectual growth.  

–  Baruch students are expected to bear individual responsibility for their work,     
to learn the rules & definitions that underlie the practice of academic integrity,   
and to uphold its ideals. 

–  Ignorance of the rules is not an acceptable excuse for disobeying them.  
–  Any student who attempts to compromise or devalue the academic process   

will be sanctioned.”   

•  See http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/academic/academic_honesty.html 

–  Confirmed instances of cheating/plagiarism will result in a zero                              
for the assignment in question – and possibly for the entire course.  

–  Suspected instances will result in a hold on your grade                        
for the course until the issue is resolved with the Dean’s Office.  10 



“The 20 Most Important Philosophers of All Time” (bit.ly/2ccMWab) 
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“The 20 Greatest Philosophers of the 20th Century” (bit.ly/2bkFyXu) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   … what gives? 12 



Inclusiveness in Philosophy  
 

•  Philosophers often aims to derive universal truths about humanity,     
which generalize across the experiences of people at all times & places. 

Ø But though philosophy purports to be for everyone, ���
historically, it has not been done by everyone. 

 

–  Philosopher Kristie Dotson shares this story in                              
“How is this Paper Philosophy?” (2009): 
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Ø  This is a common message about philosophy ���
– one that perpetuates the impression that the perspectives & concerns ���
of women & non-whites don’t belong in philosophy classrooms. 



•  Most texts that appear on philosophy course syllabi ���
are written by white men. 

•  The vast majority of professional philosophers today are white men,���
and most famous philosophers from the past were, too. 

Ø But the fact that something has always been a certain way ���
is no reason to believe that it must always be that way.  

»  (In fact, thinking this way is to commit a fallacy ���
called Appeal to Tradition – more on this next class!) 

Ø Also, there’s no evidence that things have always been that way ���
for any good reason. 

– We must not jump to the conclusion that ���
white men are more likely to be professional philosophers 
because they are better at philosophy than women & non-whites. 

»  There is ample support for an alternative explanation:���
white men are overrepresented in philosophy ���
because other types of people have been ���
excluded or alienated from the discipline. 
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Ø  Philosophy should be by & for people of all genders, races, ���
ethnicities, nationalities, religions, sexual orientations, etc. 

 
 
 

•  A common misconception 
     about philosophy is  
     that you must have 
     innate talent or  
     ‘brilliance’ to do it  
      (Leslie et al, 2015) 
 

 

Ø  Philosophy is challenging, ���
but anyone can do it well ���
by putting in the ���
time & effort necessary ���
to develop their skills. 

 

 

•  It is absolutely normal, and absolutely ok to feel confused in this class.   
–  Studying philosophy is like learning a new language in which to think. 

•  Email me and/or schedule a meeting if you are having trouble,             
or just want to talk about what you can do to improve. 
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Why Should We Do Philosophy? 
 

•  One answer to this question is that philosophy is a tool ���
to liberate ourselves from the narrow limits of our ordinary perspective. 

–  Bertrand Russell (in “The Value of Philosophy”) writes: 

•  “The man who has no [exposure to] philosophy     
goes through life imprisoned ���
in the prejudices derived from common sense, 

•  from the habitual beliefs of his age or his nation,  
•  and from convictions which have grown up ���

in his mind without the cooperation or consent 
of his deliberate reason.” 

 

–  In other words:  

•  It is very easy to never bother second-guessing our beliefs, 
–   especially those beliefs that have been instilled in us ���

from an early age by our families & culture. 
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The ancient Greek philosopher Plato (428-348 BCE) illustrated this point 
through a story known as the “Allegory of the Cave” (in The Republic) 

Ø videos: bit.ly/1tk5AtZ, bit.ly/1rs4wSw 

•  People who never question the world around them  
are like prisoners chained inside a cave, who see 
nothing but shadows projected on the cave wall. 
-  Since the shadows are all they’ve ever seen,         

they mistake the shadows for reality – and thus 
miss out on an informed perspective on the world. 

•  Doing philosophy is like escaping the cave, ���
learning about the world, and trying to ���
share one’s insight with those who are still imprisoned. 
-  Plato says “it is the task of the enlightened” ���

(i.e., students of philosophy) ���
“not only to ascend to learning…but to be ���
willing to descend again to those prisoners,” ���
fulfilling a duty to help them understand. 
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Plato & Russell both agree that  
Ø  philosophy helps us to escape the imprisonment ���

of our own ignorance. 

In Russell’s words, we should do philosophy because it: 
–  “is able to suggest many possibilities ���

which enlarge our thoughts and free them ���
from the tyranny of custom,”  

–  “removes the somewhat arrogant dogmatism ���
of those who have never travelled into the region ���
of liberating doubt,”  

•  dogmatism = persistent and unwavering belief ���
in an idea or set of ideas (called a dogma) 

–  “and it keeps alive our sense of wonder ���
by showing familiar things in an unfamiliar aspect.” 
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